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Abstract. The article concerns the issue of pedagogical communication, in particular its cognitive aspect. The essence of pedagogical communication has been determined in the work, the theoretical bases of cognitive function of pedagogical communication have been analyzed. The authors claimed that the cognitive features of communicativeness are manifested, developed and normalized in the process of boundless communication with the outside world. In the process of cognitive features’ formation it is necessary to take into account that the success of formation and development of these features is associated with deep knowledge of different research methods, communicative trainings and their practical application; the level of development of cognitive features of communicativeness depends on the degree of self-knowledge, self-education and self-didactics of teachers and students, it is stimulated by skillful teaching and creation of non-traditional conditions in pedagogical communication.
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Introduction. The dynamism of socio-economic and spiritual processes taking place against the background of the information revolution around the world leads to the fact that people have to deal with the abundant flow of information. As a result, the processes of receiving, assimilating, using and transmitting information are intensified in educational work. These processes are optimally described and implemented in the framework of pedagogical communication.

The relevance of the research topic is due to the need to optimize the educational process and the presence of a dialectical contradiction between the widespread use of various sources of information in the educational process and the weak theoretical development of palliatives and communicativeness of these sources in pedagogical communication. The solution of this contradiction is the evidence of the tendency of implementing pedagogical trends into the social environment, orientation on the general approach to information processes, on knowledge of laws, use of the information in educational studies.

This necessitates a new study of the issue of pedagogical communication, because its solution depends
on the effectiveness and quality of educational work with people.

Pedagogical communication synthesizes elements of worldview, moral, professional, emotional, volitional and physical qualities of the individual, which have a significant impact on the reception, assimilation, use and transmission of educational information. In addition, pedagogical communication combines theoretical, technological, practical and introductory components of the whole pedagogical process, so it becomes a universal, system-forming concept that has all the hallmarks of a new paradigm in pedagogy, because it combines a specific, essential system of concepts. It is possible to describe the model of information circulation in the educational process and to use in combination various methods of pedagogical research.

Despite the large number of ideas and research on communication issues [1–8], the problem of pedagogical communication is still studied not enough in theoretical and practical terms.

The aim of our study is to develop the theoretical foundations of pedagogical communication, in particular the cognitive function of the latter.

Theoretical framework. By the term “pedagogical communication” we mean the organization of educational activities based on the reception, assimilation, use and transmission of information from various sources. In pedagogical communication there is a contradiction between the widespread use of various sources of information in the educational process and the weak theoretical development of palliatives and communicativeness of these sources. Resolving this contradiction will intensify work with pedagogical information, cooperation of teachers and students, various types of communication and numerous verbal and nonverbal techniques, means of pedagogical influence on people [2].

Within the framework of pedagogical communication, an opportunity is created to build a model of communicativeness for a teacher, a student, teaching and visual aids, various technical teaching aids, etc.

In general, the cognitive properties of communication must be understood as the ability of the individual to perceive, understand and study the world around him, including other people and himself. The main ones are interest in knowledge, the desire to develop an ability of “knowing people”, the intention to empathize, identify with other people, focus on the interlocutor, etc. These properties are manifested in a wide range of knowledge, skills and abilities i.e. mobilization of attention (one’s own and other people’s); ability to work effectively with various information; ability to observe and analyze; empathy and reflection; social perception; “Reading on the face”; ability to listen and understand other people; get in touch with them; assess their mood; navigate in relationships and so on [1].

As we can see, the range of cognitive properties of communicativeness is rather wide, because it consists of an almost infinite number of sources of information and a huge variety of ways of its circulation. We can even say that the human psyche is the result of human communication with the flow of information, and all personality traits are manifested, developed and formed in the subject activity on the basis of the theory of reflection, the active formation of the scientific worldview. In other words, a communicative person is the result of a variety of communication. Thus, it should be emphasized the need to apply a procedural approach to the formation and development of communicativeness.

In practice, all this means that at school it is necessary to change the curriculum in order to include a set of modern knowledge about the world, man and society. This approach is implemented in pedagogical communication at every lesson, while doing educational activities, spending the free time or in the process of boundless communication with the outside world. This communication should bring participants intellectual, aesthetic and just physical pleasure from the process of cognition. If at least one of these is lost, the student does not get a full sense of celebration, without which there can be no success in any activity or creativity.

With this approach, the student obviously becomes the center of the process of gaining knowledge. It is worth working with him and for his sake. And the book, visual aids and the teacher acts in this case as a means by which the student grows and develops.

We believe, it is time to move education and upbringing from the transfer of knowledge, skills and abilities into the formulation of pedagogical tasks (as Socrates said) and to find their practical solution at the present level, where the information obtained is only an “Ariadne thread” of a breakthrough into the unknown sphere. It is worth noting that while the learning process in educational institutions is conducted with an emphasis on passive consumption and the growth of knowledge, it is much more promising to rely on the expansion of ignorance, when you can achieve the ideal ratio in teaching.

In this case, the amount of knowledge, as we know, accumulates in discrete portions, and the amount of ignorance expands by leaps and bounds. As a result, there is an unexpected creative enlightenment, when
the obtained information comes into contact with the available reserves of knowledge and experience, when the field of ignorance is objectified.

In some cases, great knowledge on a particular issue is even harmful and there is an “inferiority complex”, when highly educated people are incapable of creativity, for many years of practical activity they can not “publish” any noticeable creative products. On the other hand, the teacher’s desire for comprehensibility, accessibility and persuasiveness of educational material becomes the dominant motive for the activity, which also causes harm, because even a layman does not need to make great efforts to process the obtained information. And the indisputable conclusion is often uninteresting. Anyway, it is known that if it is easy to get, it is easy to get lost.

For successful development of cognitive features of communicativeness it is necessary to use opportunities of educational process in standard and non-standard conditions and situations creatively, to combine individual, group and collective employment, allocating special-communicative tasks, exercises where cognitive features of the person are actively formed.

The nature of cognition suggests that if a student really wants something, then he has a desire to achieve the desired, despite any obstacles and difficulties. Therefore, the main thing in the educational process is to create such conditions that the student will want to know and will be able to pass through the necessary information. In our aspect, this need is a specific form of psychological and pedagogical focus on optimal pedagogical communication.

For a student to grow and develop successfully, it is necessary to put the teacher in the position of the creator, in this regard, the teacher can act in two modes:
- a teacher as a bearer of the truth, when there is quite often among teachers arrogance, complacency and even pride and inaccessibility in relation to the students. Then begins the parallel existence of the teacher and students i.e. he does his job, they perform their own and their joint communicative activities intersect only when necessary;
- a teacher as a seeker of truth, when the widest opportunities for creativity in the joint pedagogical communication of the teacher and students are opened, then the unity of souls and the joy of knowledge is born. In this case, the more work the teacher invests in the study of students, the closer and more sustainable success, because there is an interest in individual work with each [5].

At the personal approach the technology of educational process changes, so:

- the teacher is first focused on the student’s personality, and only then on his knowledge, skills and abilities;
- instead of one-sided transfer of knowledge, skills and abilities we should use the creation of internal motivation to study, education of the semantic attitudes regulating activity of the student at a moral choice;
- instead of a one-sided assessment of the individual’s activity we should pay attention to his/her self-esteem;
- instead of the subject-object relations of the teacher and the student we should get the attitude to the latter as a free subject of the educational process, which has the right to respect and independent choice;
- instead of the authoritarian activity of the teacher there should be the organization of joint activities, i.e. cooperation [4, 5, 8].

For further development of the role of pedagogical communication in the educational process, the successful solution of the tasks set before it, it is of great importance for teachers to master psychological and pedagogical methods of studying the individual and the team, adequate influence on them. Mastering these methods, the teacher acquires the tool of “touch” to the individual, pushes the horizons of his communication.

Cognitive features of communicativeness are manifested, developed and formed in the process of boundless communication with the outside world. Pedagogical communication should strive to ensure that the methods of psychological and pedagogical research provide not only qualitative but also quantitative information on the dynamics of communication and subject-subject relations of teachers and students.

For the successful development of cognitive features of communicativeness it is necessary to use a wide range of both traditional and specific approaches to the study of personality and team [5].

Teachers use only a small part of the psychological and pedagogical methods of studying the individual and the team in their work. There are three methods mostly used in the educational process, they are the study of documents, individual interviews and observation of the behavior and implementation of various assignments and responsibilities.

The first method in terms of pedagogical communication is only general information about a person or a team, which can not be considered sufficient for effective teaching and educational activities, the other two methods provide significant information, but involve long and thorough individual work. However, teachers tend to experience a constant shortage of time, hence the various difficulties in personal acquaintance...
Conclusions and Prospects for Research. Cognitive features of communicativeness are manifested, developed and normalized in the process of boundless communication with the outside world. In the process of cognitive features formation it is necessary to consider a number of rules i.e. success of formation and development of these features are connected with deep knowledge of various methods of research and communicative trainings and their practical application; the level of development of cognitive features of communicativeness depends on the degree of self-knowledge, self-education and self-didactics of teachers and students, is stimulated by skillful teaching and creation of non-traditional conditions in pedagogical communication.

The study can not claim a comprehensive scientific description of all aspects of such a large-scale and complex phenomenon in pedagogy, but paves the way for a set of further studies of this promising problem in theoretical and practical terms.
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